
The Hardware Collection Display
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LET’S  WORK  TOGETHER

We are always interested in expanding our network of partners 
and we welcome stockists, architects and interior designers who 
would like to become successful representatives of BRANDT 
COLLECTIVE’s Hardware Collection. Numerous displays have 
been designed to accomodate your individual requirements in 
order to give you the best possibility to represent the brand. 

At the heart of the hardware design lies carefully selected 
materials and uncompromised craftsmanship, combined with 
an egalitarian aim of affordability and aesthetics. As such we 
find it equally important that our design philosophy and values 
are implemented into our different display solutions so that they 
cohere with the brand’s aesthetics.
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THE DRAWER

The Drawer contains 9 compartments presenting all the 
hardware models as well as loose handlebars and bearings. As a 
representative of BRANDT COLLECTIVE’s Hardware Collection
you’re able to choose the material and finish for each model in 
your drawer. The smoked Oak drawer measurements are: 48 x 
52,5 x 9 cm.
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THE SMALL BOX

THE SMALL BOX contains loose handlebars in different sizes, 
materials and finishes, as well as 5 bearings: Polished Nickel, 
Satin Nickel, Polished Brass, Satin Brass, and Burnished Brass. 
The loose handlebars and bearings are essential for those 
who wish to see the different combinations and experiment 
with the different material combinations. The smoked Oak Box 
measurements are: 17 x 25 cm.
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THE WALL DISPLAY

THE WALL DISPLAY presents the different hardware models in 
their various sizes, as well as the 5 different bearings. As there 
are numerous combinations of materials and finishes, we have 
assembled as an example 3 different wall displays presenting 
the different choices and combinations: Black Horn and Wenge 
(wood) - Teak (wood) and Oak (wood) - Different metal finishes.
It is possible for you to choose the material and finish for each of 
the hardware models for your wall display. The smoked Oak board 
on which the hardware models are attached has a measurement 
of: 44 x 75,5 cm.
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THE TILE

THE TILE is one of our more simpler displays. The size of the tile 
makes it possible for one hardware model to be presented in their 
various sizes. It is also possible for THE DOOR and THE KNOB to 
be presented on the tile. The smoked Oak tile has a measurement 
of: 21 x 21 cm.
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THE LEATHER POUCH

As an architect or interior designer one always has to present 
samples and material suggestions to a client. We have designed 
THE LEATHER POUCH that makes it easy for you to not only 
transport the hardware, but also to give your clients an aesthetic 
experience while you unfold the leather pouch and present the 
suggested hardware to the client. Take BRANDT COLLECTIVE’s 
Hardware Collection with you to your next meeting.
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THE GIFT BAGS

Spoil your clients and customers by placing 
the hardware models in gift bags. Afterall, 
aesthetic details do deserve to be wrapped 
as small gifts. THE GIFT BAGS come in 
three different sizes, perfect for the many 
different varieties of hardware sizes.
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CONTACT

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have further inquiries 

about the displays or about becoming a representative of 

BRANDT Collective’s Hardware Collection. We look forward to 
working with you!

studio@brandtcollective.com
www.brandtcollective.com

Copenhagen, Denmark

Find us on Instagram: brandtcollective

mailto:info%40thebrandt.dk%20?subject=
https://thebrandt.dk/
https://thebrandt.dk/
https://www.instagram.com/thebrandtstudio/
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